The Power of Rewards
to Boost Promotions
Cut through the noise and grab customer attention
When you run promotions, you do it to reach out and connect to customers. But
what kinds of deals perform the best? It sounds overly obvious, but we’ve found
that people love their money. Adding valuable, monetary-based rewards is the
most effective way to grab customer attention, keep your brand
at the top of their minds and build long-term loyalty. Coupons, discounts,
special offers—rewards outperform them all.

How can you use rewards to fuel promotions?

Build customer awareness
by oﬀering a reward
in exchange for:
▪ Downloading an app
▪Test-driving a car
▪Taking a survey
▪ Signing up for a newsletter

Attract new customers
by rewarding shoppers
when they:
▪ Find a price lower than yours
▪ Sign up for a new subscription
▪ Buy a bundle of several products together
▪ Increase their transaction volume

Buy More, Save More!
Get a $15 gift card when
you buy three or more
“Bundle & Save” items!
Shop Now
Example Ad

Reward existing
customers when they:
▪Sign up for your loyalty program
▪Sign up for online bill pay or paperless billing
▪Come back to an abandoned shopping cart
to complete their order
▪Upgrade or add to an existing order
▪ Do nothing! Send out unexpected

Increase customer
satisfaction by:
▪ Getting honest feedback from customers
with reward-driven surveys
▪ Using rewards as a way to soothe angry
customers or apologise for mistakes
▪ Using in-store gift cards to process refunds quickly
▪ Apologising for an out-of-stock item quickly with a reward

Boost positive referrals
by rewarding customers who:
▪ Refer a new customer to your company
▪ Post a review online
▪Send a promotion announcement to a friend
▪Share or retweet your post on
their own social media channels

Blackhawk Network is
an Industry-Leading Expert
in Reward Promotions
All of the ideas above are real-life examples that come from
our years of experience helping companies boost their brands
with smart deployment of rewards. Blackhawk Network has
the global view of customer behavior and preferences that
comes from processing more than 20 million transactions
a year—and we can share that expertise with you.
Our reward products are highly configurable, easily delivered
and available almost immediately. We can help you customise
your rewards and effectively capture customer data with
programs that are rule-based, flexible and scalable.

Let’s Talk Rewards
Call 1300 883 667 or visit BlackhawkNetwork.com/Au-En to learn more
about the power of rewards to boost promotions for your business.
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